Considering earlier incidence of app crash/failure and server load, Organization has decided to conduct SAKSHAM-2019 scholarship exam on 04.08.2019 (tentative) between 2 PM to 5 PM in 4-SHIFTS.

Candidates are directed to visit ADMIT CARD section of website (www.medhavionline.org) to view their login/password details and shift timing of exam using their registration number and date of birth (as mentioned in registration form). Information will be available on the website from 29.07.2019 (Monday) to 03.08.2019 (Saturday) only; no communication in this regard will be entertained later.

Instructions on ‘how to use MEDHAVI app’ must be read by candidates before exam. Candidates must STRICTLY follow instructions; organization will not be responsible for DISQUALIFICATION due to mishandling of app.

Candidates must visit www.medhavionline.org on regular basis to get all updates/information/instructions regarding scholarships exam.

Though every measure has been taken by the organization to conduct the exam smoothly but if due to any unavoidable circumstance which may result in re-postponing of exam, it is requested from candidates to cooperate in this regard. We are committed to fulfill our obligation of conducting exam and distributing scholarships to successful candidates.

DATE: 28.07.2019
IMPORTANT DATES

- Re-scheduled SAKSHAM-2019 exam date: 04.08.2019
- RESULT Announcement: 08.08.2019
- Scholar distribution starts from: 17.08.2019

DATE: 28.07.2019